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A woman walks in a straight line. The woman’s velocityt seconds after passing through a fixed point
A on the line isv m s−1. The graph ofv againstt consists of 4 straight line segments (see diagram).
The woman is at the pointB whent = 60. Find

(i) the woman’s acceleration for 0< t < 30 and for 30< t < 40, [3]

(ii) the distanceAB, [2]

(iii) the total distance walked by the woman. [1]
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Coplanar forces of magnitudes 58 N, 31 N and 26 N act at a point in the directions shown in the
diagram. Given that tanα =

5
12, find the magnitude and direction of the resultant of the three forces.

[6]

3 ParticlesP andQ are attached to opposite ends of a light inextensible stringwhich passes over a fixed
smooth pulley. The system is released from rest with the string taut, with its straight parts vertical,
and with both particles at a height of 2 m above horizontal ground. P moves vertically downwards
and does not rebound when it hits the ground. At the instant that P hits the ground,Q is at the
point X, from where it continues to move vertically upwards withoutreaching the pulley. Given that
P has mass 0.9 kg and that the tension in the string is 7.2 N whileP is moving, find the total distance
travelled byQ from the instant it first reachesX until it returns toX. [6]
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ABC is a vertical cross-section of a surface. The part of the surface containingAB is smooth andA
is 4 m higher thanB. The part of the surface containingBC is horizontal and the distanceBC is 5 m
(see diagram). A particle of mass 0.8 kg is released from restat A and slides alongABC. Find the
speed of the particle atC in each of the following cases.

(i) The horizontal part of the surface is smooth. [3]

(ii) The coefficient of friction between the particle and the horizontal part of the surface is 0.3. [3]

5 A particleP moves in a straight line. It starts from rest atA and comes to rest instantaneously atB.
The velocity ofP at timet seconds after leavingA is v m s−1, wherev = 6t2

− kt3 andk is a constant.

(i) Find an expression for the displacement ofP from A in terms oft andk. [2]

(ii) Find an expression fort in terms ofk whenP is atB. [1]

Given that the distanceAB is 108 m, find

(iii) the value ofk, [2]

(iv) the maximum value ofv when the particle is moving fromA towardsB. [3]

6
T N

30°

The diagram shows a ring of mass 2 kg threaded on a fixed rough vertical rod. A light string is
attached to the ring and is pulled upwards at an angle of 30◦ to the horizontal. The tension in the
string isT N. The coefficient of friction between the ring and the rod is 0.24. Find the two values of
T for which the ring is in limiting equilibrium. [8]
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7 A car of mass 600 kg travels along a straight horizontal road starting from a pointA. The resistance
to motion of the car is 750 N.

(i) The car travels fromA to B at constant speed in 100 s. The power supplied by the car’s engine
is constant and equal to 30 kW. Find the distanceAB. [3]

(ii) The car’s engine is switched off atB and the car’s speed decreases until the car reachesC with a
speed of 20 m s−1. Find the distanceBC. [3]

(iii) The car’s engine is switched on atC and the power it supplies is constant and equal to 30 kW.
The car takes 14 s to travel fromC to D and reachesD with a speed of 30 m s−1. Find the distance
CD. [4]
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